**READING PERIOD**

40% **Sleep** - it’s about time we all get the 9+ hours a night we deserve, and darnit we’re gonna take it.

20% **Netflix** - “Finally, let’s see what this Breaking Bad raucous was all about…”

5% **Daydreaming** - specifically about home, more specifically about your bed at home, most specifically about all the sleeping you’re gonna do once you back to your bed at home…

15% **D hall** - A two hour lunch spent gossiping with the blockmates is therapy we all need from time to time. Reading period is that time.

2% **Exercise** - “I’ve been making excuses to skip the gym for weeks, but now that I’ve got all this time, pilates here I come! Right after I finish this season of Breaking Bad!”

10% **Socializing** - Going out on a Tuesday night never felt so right.

6% ??? - This is that time that just seems to disappear at various points throughout the day. No one seems to know where it goes…

2% **Studying** - Because you lost the key to your room and Netflix was temporarily down.

*Alternate Option* - If you leave right now, you might have time to visit your friends in the Quad before reading period ends!

Have a safe, fun, and productive Reading Period!!

---

**MYSTERY MOVIE QUOTE**

“He’s so fluffy, I’m gonna die!”

Last Week’s Quote was from Ghostbusters. [“I am Vinz, Vinz Clortho, Keymaster of Gozer. Volguus Zildrohar, Lord of the Sebouillia. Are you the Gatekeeper?”]

---

**HOUSE EVENTS**

12/3 7:30 PM A Basketball vs. Cabot
12/3 8:30 PM C Basketball vs. Winthrop
12/5 7:30 PM B Basketball vs. Mather

12/8 9:30pm Winter Formal
12/9 8:30pm Masters' Open House
12/10 5:30pm Student Faculty Dinner
12/11 10:30pm Donut Bash
12/12 5:00pm Not Just Sherry Hour
12/12 5:30pm Community Night
12/13 12:00pm Old Library Luncheon

---

**LEVERETT INTRAMURALS**

12/3 7:30 PM A Basketball vs. Cabot
12/3 8:30 PM C Basketball vs. Winthrop
12/5 7:30 PM B Basketball vs. Mather
Freshman Appears to Have Totally Overestimated Length of Reading Period

In an event most experts are calling “The Poorest Planning Since Last Year’s Yardfest”, Harvard freshman Devon Greene ’17 apparently has no concept of how long reading period is.

Brown, who stopped attending all non-mandatory classes following his first set of midterms, has been claiming that he would use the week-long period between the end of classes and the start of finals to “catch up on his readings or watch some videos and stuff” before his three tests, 10-12 page seminar paper, and final project all come due.

Brown had been using the past few weeks to split between the eight extracurricular activities he joined in a moment of over-ambition at the start of the semester while re-watching the entirety of Arrested Development on Netflix. He had been fretting about falling behind in his work until learning of Reading Period.

“Are you kidding?” the Massachusetts-native exclaimed in a moment of misplaced exuberance when questioned, “This is great! I can catch up on sleep from the last three weeks finally. Plus I’ve been meaning to go watch Catching Fire with my roommates, so I can finally do that. I bet I even have time to catch up on the last three seasons of How I Met Your Mother so that I can watch the rest of the last season in real time. I think I’ll even be able to drop by home for a day or two. Recharging at home will definitely help my productivity, right?”

“Besides, I had finals in high school, and those were easy. These should be okay. And a ten page paper? I totally wrote an eight page one senior year. That shouldn’t be that much worse.”

When asked for comment, Brown’s professors (who wished to remain anonymous) all laughed evilly for uncomfortable periods of time.

BRAIN TEASER

After some holiday festivities, you have an empty 3-gallon jug, an empty 5-gallon jug, and a whole barrel of eggnog in your room. Your roommate calls and asks you to bring exactly 4 gallons of eggnog to a mixer. What do you do?

**Option 1:** Fill the 5 gallon jug. Pour contents into the 3 gallon jug, leaving 2 in the first. Pour the 3 gallons back into the vat, then switch the 2 gallons into the 3 gallon jug. Fill the 5 gallon jug all the way. Use it to fill the 3 gallon jug again until you have 4 gallons.

**Option 2:** Tell your roommate you’re bringing 5 gallons and will happily drink one of them yourself.